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*** Translation of text *** 
 
Popular Defense Group
Abdulla Bin-Salam unit
Units of the Eastern Ghouta
 
A group from an FSA unit stormed a rocket maintenance and modification base in the area of
Iftrees.  The regime had used this base to shell surrounding areas and for the storage of
cannons and tanks that enter the villages and cities of Damascus Countryside.
During the successful operation, FSA members found a large group of rockets in a ready-to-
launch state and with massive destructive capability.  The biggest surprise was a group of
rockets that were being modified to carry unconventional warheads,  this may have been done
to equip the rockets with chemical or biological warheads.
 
After bringing out this information - confirmed via evidence and images - to the public and
international community, the Higher Military Council of the FSA warns that the Assad regime is
preparing to shell Syrian cities with these destructive rockets.  It is not unlikely for the regime
to resort to using rockets with unconventional warheads such as chemical, biological or other
warheads.  The Higher Military Council calls upon Arab nations and the international
community to rapidly intervene militarily to save the lives of Syrians before this regime takes
revenge with a new level of crime that would have catastrophic consequences on the entire
region.
 
Victory to the great Syrian revolution.
 
 
*** Translation of audio *** 
 
By the will of God, the Iftrees base has been stormed by the Popular Defense Group, Units of
the Eastern Ghouta
 in Damascus countryside.  
 
Thank God.  God is greater !  Here are the members of the Free Syrian Army.  God is greater
! 
Storming of the Iftrees base.  Tanks destroyed.  Storming of the rocket storage facility.  Ten
rockets. 
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God is greater ! 
This warehouse of full of rockets.
 
Off-camera voice: God is greater ! Rockets, Iftrees base, rockets.   Chemical weapons.  Oh
people, Assad is hitting us with them.  God is greater ! 


